PROJE C T
Learn to Turn, Turn to Learn

2x4 Softwood Bowl Puts You
on Top of Grain Direction
by Walt Wager
In this project you will turn a small bowl out of
a piece of softwood 2x4, photo 1. The purpose
is to improve tool skills and get a better cut, by
learning to understand and work with the grain
direction of the wood.
Crosscut a piece of 2x4 (50x100mm) lumber
so that it is square across the face — the actual
dimensions will be 3.5” x 3.5” x 1.5” (9x9x4cm)
if you are cutting a standard softwood 2x4.
Most bowls are turned crossgrain. That means
the grain of the wood is running perpendicular
to the lathe bed, as shown in 2. I have made a
mock-up of the grain structure using bamboo
skewers to illustrate the rules for grain direction.
The basic principle is to cut so that the wood
fibers you are cutting are supported by wood
under or behind.

1 Bowl from 2x4. The grain, or long fibers of

the wood, runs across the bowl. That’s the endgrain in
the foreground.

So, if I mount my mock-up on the lathe,
you can see that in photo 3 the gouge will
be cutting from the sidegrain towards the
endgrain - sometimes referred to as cutting
with the grain. In this case the fibers will be
cut off smoothly because they are supported
by the fibers underneath them. However as the
block continues to rotate the situation changes.
Photo 4 shows that as the block of wood comes
around the gouge will now be cutting from the
end-grain towards the sidegrain - referred to as

2 Grain Direction. Mock-up made from

bamboo skewers illustrates the grain direction in most
turned bowls.

➮
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4 With the grain. As

the blank comes around from
sidegrain to endgrain, the gouge
will cut the supported fibers,
leaving a clean surface.

4 Against the grain. As

the blank continues turning, the
gouge now cuts endgrain, lifting
or tearing the unsupported fibers;
the surface is rough.

cutting against the grain. In this case the fibers
being cut are not supported by other fibers and
the cutting edge will tend to lift the fibers apart
as it cuts them. This gives a rough cut with torn
grain that will be nasty to sand.

5 Across the grain. Cutting
across the grain from left to right,
the fibers are supported by those
next to them; the cut surface is
smooth.

However, you can minimize the tearing of the
grain by cutting across it, as shown in photo
5, rather than straight into it. As you move the
gouge from left to right across the grain, the
fibers it is cutting will be supported by the fibers
on the right. However, when you get to the
right-hand side, the fibers on the surface will
not be supported and they will be torn.

So, to summarize, as the block of wood spins
around you are cutting with the grain half
the time and against the grain half the time.

Mounting
between centers

Let’s see how this works with a real piece of
wood. Mount your 2x4 block between centers
on the lathe, as shown in photo 6. I’m using a
dead center in the headstock, which encourages
me to take light cuts that don’t overpower the
drive. If I make a cut that is too heavy, the wood
just spins on the dead center. In this situation
the tailstock is essential.
A dead center (also called a cup drive or safety
drive) works by friction created by pressure from
the tailstock. This is a great drive for beginners
because if you get a catch, the wood will simply
slip on the drive, so it encourages a light touch.
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6 Mount the 2x4. The grain, or long fibers of

the wood, runs across the blank, at right angles to
the lathe axis. That’s the endgrain in the foreground,
with sidegrain on top, pith-side facegrain toward the
headstock and bark side toward the tailstock.
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Cut from the face to round the blank

7 With the grain. The bowl
gouge is poised to cut across the
grain from left to right, with its
flute at 90° to the wood.

8 Aim the bevel. Aim the

bevel of the bowl gouge in the
direction you want to cut. The
toolrest supports the portion of
the edge that’s doing the cutting.

9 A clean cut. The wood

fibers are supported as the gouge
slices the corners off the block. The
gouge bevel skims over the justcut surface.

If I want to cut off the corners and make this
block round, I use the bowl gouge to cut from
the left to the right (or from the right to the
left), with the flute at 90 ° to the wood (straight
out towards me), keeping the bevel in the
direction that I am cutting. You can see this in
the photo sequence 7, 8 and 9.
I am holding the handle of the gouge down at
an angle between 35° and 45° as I come across
the face of the blank. The lower wing of the tool
leads the way.
By making small successive cuts into the face
of the wood, the corners will be whittled away,
leaving a fairly smooth round surface on the
bowl blank (10).

10 It’s round now. The bowl gouge removes

the corners and leaves a smooth surface on the wood.
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Chucking tenon secures the work
To secure this bowl blank in
a chuck, I will have to cut a
tenon. I usually like to work
from the tailstock side. I
make tenons about 2” (5cm)
diameter and 1/4” (6mm)
deep, as shown in 11. The
tenon is on what will become
the base or foot of the bowl.

To form the tenon I use a
spindle gouge, making shallow
cuts from edge to center on
the tailstock face. Then I cut
into the tailstock face toward
the headstock to establish the
depth and diameter needed for
my scroll chuck.
Photo 12 shows a simple
plywood gauge to make sure
the tenon fits my scroll chuck.

11 Form tenon. Take shallow
cuts from edge to center, using a
spindle gouge.

12 Tenon gauge. Shop-

made plywood template gauges
the tenon diameter to be sure it fits
the scroll chuck.

➮
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Pull cuts shape outside of bowl

13 Pull cut. The wing of the

bowl gouge is poised to shape the
bowl by cutting from right to left,
with the tool handle held low.

14 Slice the wood. Pull the
gouge around the corner to slice
the wood. Make shallow cuts to
develop the shape you want.

Next I shape the outside of the bowl. Using the
principle of cutting toward supported grain, I
will make pull cuts from the tenon towards the
headstock, photos 13, 14 and 15.

15 Fibers supported. The
wood fibers are supported and
cleanly cut as the bowl gouge
begins to shape the bowl.

This cut will leave a nice clean edge as the fibers
you are cutting are supported by the fibers
underneath.

The bowl gouge is anchored on the rest with
its handle way down, and the cut is made with
the wing of the gouge as you pull it around the
corner to slice into the wood.

Another type of cut is the bevel supported
“push” cut, as shown in 16 and 17. Keeping the
bevel on the wood as it cuts gives you the best
control over the depth of the cut. A shallow cut
will tear the grain less than a deep cut.

16 Push cut. The bowl gouge is held level to

17 Aim the bevel. A shallow push cut gives you

make a push cut toward the headstock. The gouge
bevel glides on the wood as the cut progresses.
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Remount to hollow the inside
After the outside of the bowl
has been shaped it can be
removed from between centers
and mounted in a scroll chuck
so that it can be hollowed,
photos 18 and 19.
I begin hollowing from the
center out, placing the bowl
gouge just left of center and
cutting in towards the center,
20 and 21. The bevel of the
gouge is kept in contact with
the wood throughout the cut.
By cutting in this direction,
the fibers are supported by the
fibers underneath them. I have
colored the flute of the gouge
red so you can see the position
for cutting.

18 Outside is done. The

19 Reverse mount. The

As I get toward the outside rim
of the bowl, I have to swing
the handle of the bowl gouge
over to the right so that the

bevel is perpendicular to the
inside edge of the bowl, 22. In
order to keep the bevel on the
wood as I cut down the side
towards the bottom, I have

to swing the handle towards
me, to the left. It is a motion
similar to scooping ice cream
from a carton.

20 Begin at the center.

21 Swing handle. To begin

22 Straight in. The gouge

The red-fluted bowl gouge starts
just left of center and cuts toward
center.
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bowl gouge leaves a very clean
outside surface on the 2x4 bowl.
Sharpen often!

excavating, the gouge handle
swings to the right to keep its
bevel gliding on the wood.
9

scroll chuck grips the tenon turned
on the base of the bowl. It’s set up
for turning the inside.

bevel begins to aim in the almostvertical direction of the bowl wall.
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Make the sides uniform in thickness

23 Uniform walls. The

24 Smooth transition. A

handle of the bowl gouge swings
way over to the right, allowing the
bevel to slice down the wall.

thin slicing cut from rim to center
completes the inside of the bowl. A
double bevel helps make this cut.

With successive cuts you can
make the sides evenly thin all
the way to the bottom, 23 and
24. With a small bowl like this
you can slide your fingers from
the top edge to the bottom to
judge whether the thickness is
even all the way down. It’s not
important to make the sides
so thin you can see through
them; it’s more important that
they are uniform in thickness.
On larger bowls, you would
use a caliper to gauge the
thickness.

In these photos I am working
with a relatively dry softwood,
but even so, hollowing relieves
stresses, and the bowl wall
may change shape slightly.
When you reach the wall
thickness you want, finish by
making a clean light pass from
rim to base. If you detect the
cuts beginning to be uneven,
and you feel and hear some
vibration, back off on cutting
any thinner.

When you hollow a cross-grain
bowl you are cutting across the
hard and soft growth rings. In
wet or green wood, the wood
will begin to shrink as it dries
out and this will change the
shape of the bowl. When you
are turning green wood to thin
and final wall thickness, it can
move quickly, even while you
are turning. Therefore, take
shallow cuts moving from
the rim toward the center,
establishing the wall thickness
early as you hollow.

1. Start at the center and make
a small divot as a starting
point. Some instructors
recommend drilling a 3/8”
(9mm) diameter hole to the
inside depth of the bowl. This
provides a way to know when
you have reached the bottom,
so you don’t stop short or turn
through it.
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Excavate in stages

2. Make successive cuts toward
the center, keeping the bevel
on the wood, and cutting
parallel to the outside wall of
10

25 Single bevel. The 40°

bevel on this bowl gouge has a
sharp heel. On inside curves, the
heel levers the cutting edge off the
wood, and may scuff the surface.

26 Double bevel. A second

bevel rounds off the heel. This
helps keep the cutting edge in the
wood as it rounds the inside curve.

the bowl. Cuts made parallel
to the outside of the bowl
help maintain uniform wall
thickness.
3. When you reach the wall
thickness you want, make the
final, shallow cuts all the way
from the rim to the bottom
in one continuous pass. This
is easier if the heel of the
bowl gouge is ground away
as shown in 25 and 26. This
is sometimes referred to as a
➮
double bevel grind.
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Gauge depth with pencil and thumb

28 Center the point. Sight across the bowl so
its rim appears as a vertical line.

27 Pencil gauge. A pencil is all you need to

gauge the depth of the bowl, and the thickness of its
bottom.

To gauge the thickness of the bowl bottom,
I simply use a pencil, 27. Put the tip of the
pencil in the middle of the bottom, 28, slide
your thumb down to the rim of the bowl while
sighting across the rim, 29, and then move the
pencil to the outside of the bowl, keeping your
thumb where it met the rim. Now you can sight
across the tip of the pencil, 30. I leave a little
extra thickness so that I can make the bowl
bottom a bit concave after removing the tenon.

29 Place the thumb. The thumb on the pencil
indicates the rim of the bowl.

After hollowing (31) you are ready to remove
the bowl from the chuck and finish-turn the
bottom.

30 Eyeball the depth. Move the pencil to the

outside, with thumb at rim. You can see the thickness
of the bowl bottom.

31 Hollowing all done. The bowl is ready to

be reversed on the lathe so its base can be completed.
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Jam chuck holds bowl to finish foot

32 Groove. Tenon and mount
a square of 2x4 to make a jam
chuck. Cut the groove with a
parting tool.

33 Fits. Pare the jam chuck until
the bowl rim fits neatly inside.

34 Shape foot. Bring up the
tailstock for support and use the
spindle gouge to shape the foot.

To finish the bottom, make a jam chuck out of
a different piece of wood — 32 shows another
piece of the softwood 2x4. I rounded it the same
way as the bowl, and here I am using a parting
tool to cut a groove to fit the rim of the bowl.
Photo 33 shows the bowl in the jam chuck,
before bringing up the tailstock to secure it.
Use the spindle gouge to remove as much tenon
as possible around the live center, 34. The nub
can be snapped off and the bottom sanded, as
shown in 35. Here the pressure on the bottom
ensures it won’t come out of the jam chuck.
So you made a small crossgrain softwood bowl,
cutting toward supported fibers to leave the best
surface possible. With sharp tools your bowl
should need very little sanding, and you got
good practice that will transfer to making larger
bowls in harder woods.

35 Sand. Break off the nub and sand the bowl foot
with the lathe running. Hand pressure keeps it seated
on the jam chuck; if there’s any doubt, add a wrap of
masking tape or a few spots of hot-melt glue.

❐

Walter Wager is a 16 year member of AAW whose
home club is North Florida Woodturners. He teaches
woodturning at Camelot’s Woodworking Studio at
King Arthur’s Tools in Tallahassee, FL. His website
is waltwager.com and his e-mail is waltwager@
gmail.com
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